Energy-transfer efficiency in stacked oligo(p-phenylene vinylene)s: pronounced effects of order.
The supramolecular structure of two types of oligo(p-phenylene vinylene) (OPV) building blocks in dodecane solution is studied. Monofunctional chromophores (MOPV) form well-defined helical assemblies, whereas bifunctional molecules (BOPV) aggregate into so-called frustrated stacks, lacking any higher helical order. This difference in organization has a major influence on the transfer of excitation energy through the assemblies. Energy transfer to supramolecularly incorporated guests (MOPV with lower bandgap) is used to probe the intrinsic differences in exciton mobility in these two types of mixed aggregates. From the observed donor fluorescence quenching, it can be concluded that the helically ordered nature of the MOPV stacks facilitates the transfer of excitation energy, yielding evidence for higher exciton mobility in the well-ordered assemblies than in the frustrated stacks. Finally, the concept of energy transfer in supramolecular assemblies is extended to the solid state by the successful implementation in a light-emitting diode (LED).